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THE CHRONICLES OF THE 
IMAGINARIUM
GEOGRAPHICA
BY JAMES A. OWEN

This series brings together great works of classic literature 
in one adventure! Three young men, who will someday 
become famous authors, must protect a magical realm from 
dark forces.



DEMON SLAYER
BY KOYOHARU GOTOGE

When his family is attacked by demons, only Tanjiro and his 
siter Nezuko survive, and Nezuko is slowly becoming a 
demon herself. This series is follows Tanjiro's journey as he 
becomes a demon slayer to avenge his family and save his 
sister.



A SILENT VOICE
BY YOSHITOKI OIMA

This is a series about friendship and second chances. Shoya is 
ostracized by his classmates after he bullies Shoko, a deaf 
classmate, to the point where she transferred schools; and years 
later in high school, their paths cross again, giving Shoya a chance at 
redemption.



SOMETHING IS KILLING THE 
CHILDREN
BY JAMES TYNION IV

This series is about terrible darkness and conquering fear. When the 
children of Archer's Park go missing – most of whom never return, 
and the rest of which come home with stories of terrifying creatures 
– a mysterious woman arrives in town, claiming to believe the 
children's stories and to be the only one who can save them.



SERIES BY LEIGH 
BARDUGO

Leigh Bardugo's series take place in the Grishaverse – a fantastical realm 
of magic and adventure. Shadow and Bone is about a country plagued by 
terrible monsters and one girl who can change everything. Six of 
Crows is about a crew of thieves who have a chance to save their world if 
they don't kill each other first. King of Scars is about a young king who 
must do whatever it takes to rebuild his war-ravaged kingdom.



THE SUMMONER
BY TARAN
MATHARU

This series is a fantasy adventure 
about Fletcher, a blacksmith's 
apprentice who discovers he has 
the ability to summon demons. 
When he joins his country's 
military, he has to decide where his 
loyalties lie.



CHAOS WALKING
BY PATRICK NESS
This series is about a dystopian world where the inhabitants 
can perceive each other's thoughts in a stream of images, 
words, and sounds called the Noise. Todd, a boy on the cusp 
of manhood in a town without women, knows his town has a 
terrible secret; and when he runs away, he meets a 
mysterious and strangely silent creature: a girl. As he 
protects her from hostile men, Todd must learn his town's 
secret to discover who he really is.



CRAVE
BY TRACY WOLFF
This is a paranormal fantasy series. Grace is a human girl who 
gets caught between warring factions at Katmere Academy 
when she falls in love with a vampire prince. As Grace and 
Jaxon are drawn together, Grace wonders if she was led to 
the academy intentionally... as bait.



DEATH NOTE
BY TSUGUMI OHBA
This series is about good and evil, choices and consequences. 
A Death Note is a book with empty pages that will kill the 
person whose name you write in it. Light Yagami happens 
upon one and decides to use this god-like power to rid the 
world of criminals. But when the police hire a mysterious 
private investigator to help them catch the killer, Light begins 
a game of cat and mouse to evade capture. Readers have to 
wonder if they are rooting for the hero or villain.



THRONE OF GLASS
BY SARAH J. MAAS
This is a fantasy series about love and war. Celaena, an 18-year-old 
assassin, is taken from prison to the prince to hear an offer for her 
freedom. If she serves as his champion to compete for the role of 
royal assassin and wins, she will be set free after three years of 
service to the crown. Things get interesting when Celaena finds a 
love interest and complicated when competitors start to turn up 
dead.



SCYTHE
BY NEAL SHUSTERMAN
This is a dystopian series in which the world has 
no more hunger, disease, or war and death is only 
determined by Scythes. As two young apprentice 
Scythes learn their art, they also learn that a 
perfect world comes with a price.



CRANK (AND 
OTHER SERIES)
BY ELLEN HOPKINS

This series is about drug addiction, sexual assault, and other 
hardships. Based on her own family's harrowing 
experiences, Ellen Hopkins' books do not shy away from 
dark and gritty content. With relatable characters and 
flowing poetic form, this series his hard to put down!


